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Gish v1.51 released with Universal Binary Support
Published on 12/22/07
Chronic Logic has released a update to their popular side-scrolling ball tar game, Gish.
The update to the Independent Game Festival Grand prize winning Gish includes a universal
binary version for OSX along with several other additions and fixes. Gish isn't your
average hero, in fact he's not your average anything ... see Gish is a ball of tar. A
Sunday stroll with his lady friend Brea goes awry when a shadowy figure emerges from an
open man hole and pulls Brea into the ground below.
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Santa Cruz, California - December 22, 2007 - Chronic Logic has released a update to their
popular side-scrolling ball tar game, Gish. The update to the Independent Game Festival
Grand prize winning Gish includes a universal binary version for OSX along with several
other additions and fixes.
Gish isn't your average hero, in fact he's not your average anything... see Gish is a ball
of tar. A Sunday stroll with his lady friend Brea goes awry when a shadowy figure emerges
from an open man hole and pulls Brea into the ground below. Following Brea's calls for
help Gish suddenly finds himself in the subterranean sewers of Dross, a long forgotten
city filled with twisting corridors, evil traps and some of the most demented creatures
imaginable.
With his gelatinous structure as his only means of defense Gish must follow the echoing
cries of his damsel in distress deep into the earth below. What freakish creatures dwell
in this subterranean land? Who is Brea's captor? And just how far down does the rabbit
hole go?
Life isn't easy when you're a 12 pound ball of tar ...
Chronic Logic:
http://www.chroniclogic.com/index.htm?id=prmac
Gish home page:
http://www.chroniclogic.com/gish.htm?id=prmac
Try the free demo:
http://www.chroniclogic.com/gish_download.htm?id=prmac
Get the full version:
http://www.chroniclogic.com/gishorder.htm?id=prmac
Screenshot:
http://www.chroniclogic.com/image/gish/gish-1.jpg
Screenshot:
http://www.chroniclogic.com/image/gish/gish-11.jpg

Located in Santa Cruz, California, Chronic Logic LLC was founded on the premise that a
small development team can make games that are original, dynamic and fun. Chronic Logic
has continued to develop and distribute fun and original games such as Pontifex, Bridge
Construction Set, Triptych, Gish and Kingdom Elemental.
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